Rapid prototyping (RP) is a technique which produce 3D model of a part from the CAD model using the additive manufacturing technology. Unlike the traditional method of manufacturing, in this technique small layers are added on top of one another to form the final part. This allows rapid prototyping to create very complex parts in relatively less time period. In recent years this technique has been applied to medical field.
Introduction
Rapid prototyping is not just a process but can be described as the name given to a collection of technologies that fabricate physical prototypes directly from the CAD data. To develop a 3D model of the required part or component, rapid prototyping uses the additive manufacturing technology in the traditional method of manufacturing; material is removed from the work piece to obtain the part. This is subtractive manufacturing. But in this technique, small layers of materials are added on top of one another and the final part is obtained. Since it uses the bottom up approach, rapid prototyping can create complex parts and in less time compared to the traditional methods. This characteristic of rapid prototyping made it useful in the field of medical science as well.
Clubfoot or Congenital Talipes Equino Varus (CTEV) is a birth deformity which involves one foot or both and it is found to be occurring in every 1000 live births. The foot with deformity appears to be rotated internally at the ankle. This causes the child to walk on the outside edge of the foot. Once the clubfoot is diagnosed, the treatment should begin immediately. The most common treatment method is Ponseti technique which is a non-surgical treatment. Fig. 1 Top view of (a) Normal foot (b) Clubfoot [1] The most important principle of using this technique is the concept that the tissues as well as the tendons, ligaments, joint capsules and unossified tarsal bones of a new born's feet will yield to gentle pressure over time. Gentle manipulations are done by expert and experienced doctors which is followed by casting. During these manipulations, the deformed foot is corrected gradually and the normal foot is obtained. The serial casting should be followed by the use of orthosis for maintenance.
This paper discusses the application of rapid prototyping in designing an orthosis which will replace the serial casting in the treatment of clubfoot. To design an orthosis, it is important to have a good knowledge about the severity of the deformity of the clubfoot for which the orthosis is being designed. This is where the application of rapid prototyping comes into play.
(a) (b)
Methodology
There are several rapid prototyping techniques but they all employ the same basic principle. The first step is to create a CAD model. In case of mechanical application this can be done in any modeling software. But in biomedical application, the first step is to obtain a CT of the required body part, in this case clubfoot.
Once the CT of the clubfoot is obtained, it is converted into a virtual 3D model using a software called MIMICS (Materialise, Belgium). Now this CAD model is converted to STL format. In this format, the three dimensional surface is represented as an assembly of planar triangles. Now this STL file is sliced into thin layers. A preprocessing program INSIGHT (STRATASYS) is used to slice the STL model into numerous layers with the thickness varying from 0.01mm to 0.7mm. The thickness of each layer is decided depending on the build technique. This same program can be used to generate an auxiliary support structure, if necessary. Now this file is fed into the RP machine and it creates the part one layer at a time. The materials used for the model depends upon the machine and application model. The last step is to clean and finish. In this post processing step, the prototype is removed from the machine and the supporting material is also removed. Depending upon the method and material used, sometimes the prototypes need to be cured before using. It may also need a little cleaning and surface treatment. 
Clubfoot: Biomechanics
Clubfoot is the cause of poor bone alignment in which the navicular, cuboid and calcaneus bone segments are medially displaced and it is found to be in inversion i.e. turned around their axes in relation to talus. There are four major deformities in clubfoot and they are: . From this knowledge about the foot anatomy and biomechanics of the foot, non-surgical treatment of clubfoot is planned and the order of correction should be 1. Forefoot adduction 2.
Forefoot supination 3.
Equinus A medical device has to be developed that can gradually achieve β 1 and β 2 to be nearly 0 0 and α to be nearly 90 0 . 
Developing the RP Model
Computer Tomography produces a volume of data in the form of images that can be manipulated in order to demonstrate various bodily structures based on their ability to block the x-ray beam. The output format from the CT data is in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM), this digital image is imported into MIMICS where it 'stack' the slices of the CT scan using 2D segmentation which involves extraction of the geometry of the CT scan data set. Each slice is processed independently leading to the detection of the inner and outer contours of the living tissue, the process is followed by 3D segmentation of the CT data. The construction of anatomic model is done by 3D shaded surface extraction. The developed 3D model is in STL format which is then fed into INSIGHT, the software for the rapid prototyping machine.
Fused Deposition Modelling begins with a software process which processes an STL file, mathematically slicing and orienting the model for the build process. If required, support structures may be generated. The INSIGHT software of the FORTUS 360mc calculated the true volume of the model and also gave the volume of the material (ABS-M30) required for building the model and support. The orientation of the model is an important task in the rapid prototyping process. The default orientation of the model is shown and the optimized orientation of the clubfoot model is selected based on the factors like build time, volume of the model and support material.
Tool path was generated by the software by default, then the data was fed to the control system for manufacturing process, and volume of material required and time for building the model was calculated. 
Design of orthosis:
Orthotics is a speciality within the medical field concerned with the design, manufacture and application of orthosis which is an externally applied device used to modify the structural and functional characteristics of the neuromuscular and skeletal system. Orthotics combines knowledge of anatomy, physiology, biomechanics and engineering. Foot orthosis comprise of a custom made insert or foot bed fitted into a shoe commonly referred to as "orthotics" these orthoses provide support for the foot by redistributing ground reaction forces as well as realigning foot joints while standing, walking or running. An ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) is an orthosis or brace that encumbers the ankle and foot. AFOs are externally applied and intended to control position and motion of the ankle, compensate for weakness, or correct deformities. AFOs can be used to support weak limbs, or to position a limb with contracted muscles into a normal position. They are also used to immobilize the ankle and lower leg in the presence of arthritis or fracture and to correct foot drop.
The orthosis for the child with clubfoot is developed with solid modeling package considering the parameters like the width, length, height of the foot and the severity of the deformity. The meshed model of the orthosis and the clubfoot is prepared for the further analysis. 
Results and Discussion
Using the Fortus 360mc rapid prototyping machine available in the RPT laboratory of SRM University, Kattankulatur, a physical prototype of the clubfoot was successfully developed. A comparative study was made between the RP model, 3D model from MIMICS and the child. Using the prototype of the clubfoot the orthosis was developed using solid modeling packages. On performing the dynamic analysis of the orthosis and clubfoot assembly the regions of stress concentration can be identified in the foot. This method of developing an orthosis will eliminate serial casting in the treatment of clubfoot in children.
